CSJ Blue Community Updates and Invites

Here is our Spring summary of news and invitations to protect water as a human right,
shared commons, and sacred gift. If you have any news to share or are interested in
specific themes or issues, please contact the Program Manager: Paul Baines.
Consider forwarding this email to a friend or printing it off for those
preferring paper copies of this newsletter.

NEW BLOG POSTS
Our Posters in Schools
Back in March, we mailed out over 200 copies of our One River, Two Futures: reflections on
water posters to schools across Ontario. Just in time for World Water Day, these posters (and
related video) helped facilitate student ‘reflections’ on their relationships with water.
The left side of the poster states:
When we respect water as the source of life, it invites our acts of gratitude and reciprocity.
The right side of the poster states:
When water is a commodity, large corporations use and pollute it for almost free, while
society’s most marginalized are forced to go without.

With almost all of the original 500 posters now given out, the teachers were sent a survey to
learn how the posters were used and what changes or additions to this curriculum resource
would further inspire student engagement. You can read more about our school connections
for World Water Day in this blog post.
Ceremony as Water Activism
The CSJ Blue Community program hosted a day-long retreat about the sacred gift of water on
the shores of Lake Ontario. Sr. Mary Rowell and Sr. Donna Smith hosted Paul Baines at the
Villa St. Joseph Ecology and Spirituality Centre in Cobourg.
To close our retreat, participants were asked to consider what type of water ceremony would
authentically guide their water connection, gratitude, and reciprocity. For many people and
water programs, ceremony is a rare call to action. We are often asked to educate, advocate,
build capacity, build power, and demand justice. While all of this is needed, how can
ceremony compliment these efforts and also initiate change at the heart level (as Sr. Mary
reminded us at the Villa).
Read more about the retreat and see the visuals Paul used. Learn what can be revealed when
looking closely at a simple fishing guide. Our latest blog post.

2022 PRIORITIES
Being in Place
One of the key themes in our Blue Community work is connecting people to their watersheds.
We will be sharing a pilot project about the Otonabee river (Treaty 20, Michi Saagiig territory,
Peterborough area) at the end of the year, but in the meantime, our program is working on
some fall programming that uses maps – big ones that we can walk on.
A few weeks ago Paul wrote the first in a series of articles about a 150 km paddle from his
home on the Otonabee river to the Bay of Quinte. He describes the journey through his
experiences of curiosity, loss, and enlivenment. You can see the route map below.

This place-based approach also helps us uncover how colonization is weaved into local lands
and waters. Making and honouring Land Acknowledgments has been an important step for
non-Indigenous Canadians to reorient their colonial relationship to this country. Much is being
learned and unlearned in this process so that when these acknowledgements are made, they
are more honest and clear about what is being acknowledged. In this 11 minute video,
Toronto History Museums gives us an example of this honesty. Our Blue Community maps
aim to both give people more connections to their watershed within a social, ecological, and
political context.
Catholic Community Support
Over the past few years, our program has made several presentations to the Catholic
Women’s League and the Congregation Notre Dame. Both organizations have expressed full
support for our Blue Community pledge and have been curious about how they can integrate
these water principles into their own programs – maybe even becoming a Blue Community
themselves. This type of strategic support continues in 2022 with our poster being shared at
a local CWL Annual General Meeting and another CND presentation is scheduled for this
October.
Our recent poster distribution effort has also connected our program with many Catholic
Schools across Ontario who want to protect water as human right, shared commons, and
sacred gift. These relationships will only grow as we continue to support Catholics across the
country with our outreach, resources, and common cause.

JUNE 8 – HONOUR WORLD OCEANS DAY
Over 30 million Canadians live inland. One in two live along the Great Lakes and St.
Lawrence River. For many Canadians, it is not the ocean and coastline that frame our identity;
rather, it is the vast interconnected landscape of wetlands, lakes, rivers, and waterways.
Canada has over 2 million lakes and more than 8,500 rivers. All of this water flows through
one of five drainage basins to the ocean – 60% of this water flows north to Inuit Nunangat
(Inuktut word meaning homeland, used by Inuit in Canada). Thus in Canada, ocean literacy is
fundamentally about our relationship with the ocean and the waterways that connect us to
each other and the sea. (sourced from: https://colcoalition.ca/our-work/)

EVENT RECORDING
Sacred Water: An Interfaith Conversation (A World Water Day event)
On March 22, 2022, Faith & the Common Good brought together guest speakers to educate
us about the significance of water in the context of their diverse faith and spiritual teachings
and how we can deepen our connection with it. Sacred Water is the second webinar in their
Climate Narratives series to raise awareness around faith-based responses to environmental
and climate issues. Speakers addressed the following questions: What does your respective
religion, cultural or spiritual tradition teach you about the sacredness of water and how can
we connect more deeply with it to be better stewards of the environment? Watch the
recording here.

NEWS
Huron University College becomes a Blue Community
“Our goal at Huron is to create leaders with heart – students who go on to make a difference
in their communities in ways that are beneficial to society. This new designation serves this
goal, while also highlighting our commitment to working with our students on initiatives that
raise awareness on important issues,” he added. Read the full story.
The urgency to defend water from corporate abuse
Canada has fine words to say about environmental protection and supporting human rights
and land and water defenders, but its corporate accountability oversight tells a different story.
“Canada is open for business” has been communicated loud and clear. It is home to
approximately 75 percent of the world’s mining companies, and some of the weakest
corporate accountability oversight in the world. Read the full story.

Church involved in efforts to combat global water challenges
Mr. M. Noumo Mane, a PhD student of Assane Seck University of Ziguinchor, who spoke on
Water in the spiritual traditions of Senegal, said that water is a source of life but is also
predominantly present in religious and traditional practice. He highlighted the different uses
of water: for the treatment of some illnesses, for the pouring of libation in traditional prayers
to ancestors and for purification before ceremonial prayers.
He called for proper water management at local and national levels, inspired by the
traditional attitude of respect for water. Mr. Mane also stressed the importance of the
protection of water sources and for proper distribution to avoid situations where some have
an abundance while others are parched. Read the full story
Pay Your Rent
The Niikinaagana Foundation is a non-profit that collects money and then distributes it to
Indigenous-led groups and individuals supporting everything from grassroots organizing to
cultural development to material needs. Pay Your Rent is a way for those who live on the
occupied land of Indigenous peoples to give back. Read more about this innovative and
practical way to acknowledge where the benefits of colonization have gone and to whom.
Still Hopeful: Lessons from a Lifetime of Activism. New book from Maude Barlow
Still Hopeful does not sugar-coat the magnitude of challenge that social justice activists face
around the globe. But it is a refreshing take on the power of people-based movements, and
as Barlow reminds us, “hope is a moral imperative.” The book’s opening lines from famed
artist Banksy is one she often quotes in public forums: “When you are tired, learn to rest, not
to quit.” Read the full book review.

Some Reflective Questions:
1. Do you have one of our posters up in your office or building? Do you know of any
schools that would want copies for student engagement? See the contact information
below to get in touch and order your free posters.
2. How would you describe your “watershed literacy”? How do you honour and give back
to the waters that enliven you?
3. What are you “still hopeful” about when it comes to protecting water as a human right,
shared commons, and sacred gift?

We have a Facebook page for this work too. Every week there are new posts for
you to see and share. To contact Paul Baines email: info@BlueCommunityCSJ.org
All these news updates and more can be found on our CSJ Blue Community
website: BlueCommunityCSJ.org

